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Soon after George Floyd’s murder, Americans began taking down statues of Confederate leaders. Amid the protests about police misconduct and longstanding racial inequalities, the statues inspired surprisingly fierce controversy. Some defended taking down the monuments as necessary to grapple with their racist history. Others warned us against erasing history. The disagreement, when coupled with the concurrent one about Black Lives Matter and whether it has gone too far or has accurately assessed the state of racial affairs in America, provides us an important opportunity. We can complete the racial reconciliation that never took place after the Civil War, and to this day has not fully completed.

That claim might surprise you. Didn’t Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain order his men to salute surrendering Southern soldiers at Appomattox? Didn’t General Grant tell his soldiers to stop celebrating after the surrender because “[t]he Rebels are our countrymen again”? Didn’t a reunified nation win the world wars and become a superpower? To be precise, although we have had reunification between whites in the North and the South, we haven’t had racial reconciliation.

The term reconciliation is thrown around a lot, but it is the result of a deliberate process. In fact, the Centre for Justice & Reconciliation describes reconciliation as a five-step process. First, the wrongdoer must accept responsibility for the harm done. Second, they must confess their behavior and repent of it. Third, they must seek forgiveness. Fourth, they must make amends. Then, and only then, can reconciliation take place.

Measured against this standard, the United States has never had true racial reconciliation. During the Civil War, President Lincoln’s plan for
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southerners to rejoin the Union didn’t require it.\(^4\) Slaveholders did not need to apologize for slavery or attempt to make things right for their slaves. In fact, new state governments could be re-established with just 10% of the votes of qualified oath-taking residents.\(^5\) This choice was, of course, understandable. The country was in the midst of a terrible conflict that would cost the equivalent of 7.5 million lives today.\(^6\) Stitching a dismembered country back together was urgent.

As the war ended, the opposite of racial reconciliation took place. Instead of apologizing for slavery, former slaveholders instituted Black codes that reinstated slavery in all but name; the codes even referred to those who made contracts with freedmen as “masters.”\(^7\) Instead of taking responsibility for the way slavery demeaned and oppressed Blacks, defeated rebels started a crime wave. Things got so bad in Texas, for example, that the state formed a committee on lawlessness and violence at its 1868 constitutional convention.\(^8\) The committee found that bands of whites were roving the countryside and murdering Blacks at random.\(^9\) There were so many murders that the committee deemed it a “minor outrage” when a white man cut off a Black woman’s ear.\(^10\) Ominously, the committee suggested that a race war was afoot, and that it was “all on the part of the whites against the blacks.”\(^11\)

Once radical Republicans took over Reconstruction, the situation improved. Black men helped rewrite state constitutions, went to state legislatures and Congress, and served as judges. They helped establish public school systems. But this did not, for the most part, happen with the support of former rebels. Instead, the Ku Klux Klan used terrorism to suppress Black votes.\(^12\) The former rebels won through crime and
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intimidation what they had lost on the battlefield and had been losing in the political process—a free hand for white supremacy. Northern soldiers withdrew from the South, and Jim Crow rose to take slavery’s place.

Eventually, there would be a largely successful attempt at sectional reunification. This began with noble portrayals of defeated rebels. A speaker at a Confederate Memorial Day celebration in 1874 described Robert E. Lee and Stonewall Jackson as “two God-like heroes who were invincible in the battle field, scorned not to visit the dying soldier and kneel before his humble couch, and lift their hearts and hand to the throne of God and ask him to take the soldier’s spirit home.”13 They were, he said, “the purest men who ever adorned or illuminated this land.”14

In fact, shortly after the Civil War ended, the North started to accept this “lost cause” view of the South.15 The North even started building monuments to defeated Confederates.16 That Blacks opposed this trend towards celebrating the Confederacy escaped notice or didn’t matter. But it’s worth remembering that every Black member of Richmond’s city council opposed building a monument to Lee.17

The nation saw sectional reunification in moving terms in 1913, when Confederate and Union war veterans met at Gettysburg. Pictures of soldiers from opposing sides embracing each other were heartwarming. President Woodrow Wilson could declare in his address to veterans that “[w]e have found one another again as brothers and comrades in arms, enemies no longer, generous friends rather, our battles long past, the quarrel forgotten,”18 and millions of Americans could believe him. Left out, however, was the fate of slaves and their descendants. Had the defeated rebels treated Blacks as “generous friends” after the Civil War? The sectional reunification Wilson celebrated never recognized this tension. Nor could it, because it was ultimately based on lies.
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So that whites North and South could look at each other as honorable contestants in a difficult struggle, they told stories about slavery and the Civil War that weren’t true. First, they minimized how bad slavery was. Historian Ulrich Bonnell Phillips spoke for many in the early 20th century when he described the typical master as one who “promoted Christianity and the customs of marriage and parental care, . . . permitted as large a degree of liberty as they thought slaves could be trusted not to abuse . . . [and] avoided cruel, vindictive and captious punishments.” To the extent masters’ conduct could be characterized as despotic, he argued, it was “benevolent in intent and on the whole beneficial in effect.”

More reflective slaveholders knew better. Thomas Jefferson warned that slavery corrupted masters because “[t]he whole commerce between master and slave is a perpetual exercise of the most boisterous passions, the most unremitting despotism on the one part, and degrading submissions on the other.” He understood that a benevolent master “must be a prodigy who can retain his manners and morals undepraved.” And yet, after the Civil War, many Americans accepted that the ranks of southern slaveholders were filled with moral prodigies.

Former slaves knew better too. During the New Deal, the Works Progress Administration interviewed thousands of them. Their experiences refute Phillips’s portrayal of slavery. W.L. Bost said he and slaves on his plantation never had the “chance to go to Sunday School and church” because whites “feared for niggers to get any religion and education.” In fact, when slaves tried to have prayer meetings by themselves, “the paddyrollers catch us and beat us good.” Bost would be forgiven for not agreeing that masters avoided cruel punishments. As an old man, he remembered in vivid detail how, when he was a child, one master whipped a man until “[h]is back was cut all to pieces,” rubbed salt into the wounds, laid him out in the sun while he experienced excruciating pain, and then
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whipped him again. Heartbreaking stories like these are, sadly, typical of what slaves experienced when you read through the interviews.

The second story Americans of the era told themselves was that slavery had not really caused the Civil War. Instead, it was all an honest misunderstanding among honorable men. To help Robert E. Lee become a figure all Americans could rally behind, he was portrayed as anti-slavery, though few questioned what it said about a man that he would fight to defend what he called a “moral & political evil.” Surprisingly, this view has sometimes echoed into our time. Yet, those who took the momentous step of seceding told us slavery drove their decisions. Southern states wrote ordinances explaining their decisions, not unlike our Declaration of Independence from England. Whereas the Declaration of Independence’s second sentence gave us the familiar refrain that “all men are created equal,” the second sentence of Mississippi’s ordinance states, “Our position is thoroughly identified with the institution of slavery—the greatest material interest of the world.” In the second sentence of its ordinance, Georgia lamented that “we have had numerous and serious causes of complaint against our non-slave-holding confederate States with reference to the subject of African slavery.” Recognizing that slavery caused the Civil War does not require anyone to be woke or to have a doctorate in history; it simply requires the ability to read.

Finally, many Americans, North and South, agreed that Blacks had been unworthy of citizenship and that entrusting them with power after the Civil War had been a mistake. Historian E. Merton Coulter wrote of the Black man that “[h]e loved idleness, he had no keen conception of right and wrong, and he was ‘improvident to the last degree of childishness.’” In
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fact, he claimed that the vote had “made him vain and idle and put into his head dangerous desires, impossible of fulfillment.” This view found expression in the infamous 1915 film Birth of a Nation, which showed Black officials drinking alcohol and eating peanuts and fried chicken while the South Carolina legislature was in session. Whites eagerly lined up to pay twenty times what a normal movie ticket cost to see the film.

In light of the way sectional reunification depended on whitewashing history, we might say that it came at the expense of racial reconciliation. That tragic choice leaves us to ask what racial reconciliation would look like now.

For starters, we have to accept that for slaves and many of those who endured Jim Crow, reconciliation is impossible. Unlike South Africa after apartheid, there was no truth and reconciliation commission for slaves to confront their oppressors. Unlike the aftermath of World War II, where General Eisenhower forced Germans to visit a concentration camp, Union generals did not make Southerners visit plantations and hear about the atrocities slaves suffered. Slaves received no compensation for their unpaid labor. Their masters didn’t apologize to them for their horrific experiences; indeed, they, and other Americans, defended slavery as a benign institution. It was not until 2007 that Alabama’s legislature officially apologized for slavery. Even if the generation that enslaved Blacks had the humility to seek forgiveness, the depredations they inflicted might have been unforgiveable. One slave poignantly noted:
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The man who tied me to a tree and gave me 39 lashes and who stripped and flogged my mother and my sister and who will not let me stay in his empty hut except I will do his planting and be satisfied with his price and who combines with others to keep away land from me well knowing I would not have anything to do with him if I had land on my own—that man, I cannot well forgive. 37

There probably wasn’t a way to fully make amends to W.L. Bost for having his innocence stolen by brutality and white supremacy. There probably wasn’t a way to make amends to the spouses who had their marriages ripped apart when their master sold them separately or to the parents whose children were sold away.

So, what would reconciliation look like now? First, we have to really acknowledge our racist history. Though that is obvious, how many of us realize just how awful that history is? It is one thing to say that slavery is bad in the abstract and another thing to actually read Cornelia Andrews’ account of being whipped so hard as a child for dropping a dish that she had scars sixty years later. 38 Part of grappling with that history is realizing that it is not just the South that needs to atone for how it has treated Blacks. Indiana needs to confront its history of banning free Blacks from even entering the state, 39 and Massachusetts must realize that its supreme court affirmed segregation in public schools almost fifty years before the United States Supreme Court infamously upheld segregation in Plessy v. Ferguson. 40 Truly understanding our history means realizing that there were heroes among the underground railroad conductors in the South and villains among banks in the North that refused to underwrite mortgages for Blacks. The line separating racial justice from racial injustice was not the Mason-Dixon line. Coming to terms with our history means overhauling our curricula at all levels of education so students know the truth.

This past year, I taught a class on how race has shaped the legal system. Students thanked me for presenting them with materials they had never encountered before, such as interviews with slaves and documentation of

biased coverage of Black politicians during Reconstruction. While I’m grateful that my institution gave students an option to engage with this information, I wish they had seen it in middle or high school.

Second, after exploring a history in ways that my students—all of whom were intellectually curious and abhorred racism—had not, there is a place for an apology to the Blacks who have experienced Jim Crow or discrimination after Jim Crow ended. I think of Blacks turned away from movie theaters and restaurants and denied admissions to schools and universities. I think of Blacks being told to move to the back of the bus and those whose experience of integrated schools was bullying, harassment, howling mobs, and death threats. I think of the Blacks refused jobs and promotions because, even though they had the right talent and work ethic, they had the wrong skin color. We still have a chance to try and reconcile with these Americans. While the country has moved on, the pain they feel has not always. Reconciliation in these cases requires self-examination and humility. Were you part of a crowd that chanted, “Two, four, six, eight—we don’t want to integrate,” at the Black child integrating their local elementary school?  

41 Were you someone who knew better but chose not to say anything because you didn’t want to rock the boat? Were you one of the students that refused to eat with the Black kid who made their difficult journey even lonelier? Did you know that your bank was refusing to give Blacks mortgages but chose to say nothing and accept promotions because you were scared what would happen to your career if you objected? Did you attend a church where the pastor and elders called Dr. King a demagogue or criticized him for moving too fast or using the wrong methods  

42 and registered your approval or sat there in silence? Were you that pastor? Did you inherit a family fortune that slaves helped build and enjoyed the easier life that fortune gave you without a second thought? You can own the part that you played in white supremacy, apologize for it, and try to make it up to the person you harmed.

As we do this, we will have to face our own capacity for evil. We tend to look at slaveholders today and ask, “How could they?” We are ready to condemn our founding fathers for their hypocrisy in owning slaves while demanding freedom for themselves. But we need to ask a different question. If men who were highly educated and courageous and genius in how they designed our government could be capable of so grievous an injustice as slavery, what does that say for the rest of us? What would we

have done if we had lived in a time and place where slavery was common? We might like to think we would all have been abolitionists, and yet, how many of us would have thrown away our livelihoods and made ourselves social pariahs on behalf of people we couldn’t relate to? We might like to think we would have demanded that schools integrate or that businesses pay Black workers fairly, but how many of us would have spoken up if it might cost us our jobs or lose us friends?

These questions color the way I view the debate over Confederate statues. To say that they should come down does not mean the men celebrated were all monsters or abnormally evil. In fact, what scares me is that they were normal. They had redeeming qualities and virtues and yearnings like the rest of us. As a Black man whose ancestors stood to remain enslaved if the Confederacy had won, I can still muster compassion for the southern mothers whose darling boys never returned and for the rebel soldiers who suffered grievously during the war. I can acknowledge their bravery and their fortitude, but I wish that their virtues had been married to a more virtuous cause.

Finally, we must answer the question that has lingered since before the country was founded: What place are Blacks to occupy? You might think we answered that question after the Civil War or after the Civil Rights Movement. But if the answer is that Blacks and whites are created equal, it is not one we have fully acted on. A Black baby today is born into a world where their mother is much likelier than white women to die during childbirth,\(^43\) where they are likelier than whites to be searched at a traffic stop and much more likely to experience police violence,\(^44\) where their family on average will have only one-tenth of a white family’s net worth,\(^45\) and where they will die sooner than white babies.\(^46\) For all the progress we have made in ending legalized second class citizenship for Blacks, the sad


reality remains that in 2021, Blacks and whites experience very different Americas.

At stake in whether we can overcome these inequalities is the fate of our experiment in multi-racial democracy. Just as the United States could not endure half slave and half free, we cannot reach our true potential as a nation until we can honestly say that the color of a person’s skin is not a predictor of their quality of life. And in rectifying these longstanding inequities, we will finally redress the harms that slavery, Jim Crow, and white supremacy have caused and lay the groundwork for the true racial reconciliation that should have happened long ago, but didn’t. That is our challenge. May we rise to it.